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A B S T R A C T

Ion-beam processing of materials is widely supported by atomistic simulations by means of molecular dynamics.
Although the approach has given several valuable insights, it has a limited operational window in both time
and length scales. In particular, for high-fluence ion irradiation with multiple consecutive cascades, the direct
molecular dynamics method becomes prohibitively time consuming.

In this work, we propose a speed-up algorithm for molecular-dynamics simulations of multiple consecutive
collision cascades employing an adaptive moving environmentmodel. In the model, the computational power
is primarily focused on calculating the atomic movement in the propagating cascade regions, while thermally
equilibrated regions outside the cascades are excluded. Up to a five-fold efficiency increase was seen with
the adaptive moving environmentcompared to classical molecular dynamics, without any significant statistical
difference in the results of multiple individual ion-cascade simulations in a heterostructure of alternating Si
and SiO2 layers. Simulations of temperature-driven dynamic annealing during high-fluence ion irradiation
of Si nanopillars at elevated temperatures using the adaptive moving environmentshowed similar trends as
experiments with respect to temperature dependence. The model is included in the atomistic simulator
toolkit, COSIRMA (COmputer Simulator for IRradiation of MAterials), and can easily be enabled through the
user-friendly graphical interface.
1. Introduction

Ion beams have been used for several decades both in materials
research for exploring the properties of materials as well as in industrial
fabrication of integrated circuits. Computer models for simulating the
ion-beam effects of materials have been around for almost as long [1].

Molecular dynamics (MD), based on classical Newtonian mechanics,
has actively been used for the last six decades to simulate the atomistic
behavior of the target materials in everything from static systems with
only a few hundred atoms, to high-dose ion irradiation � over the
entire energy regime from a few eV to several GeV � on systems con-
stituting millions of atoms, as well as biological systems with complex
molecules [2� 6]. With potential models expressed through optimized
functional formalism and proper multi-threaded computing (i.e. Open-
MPI [ 7], OpenMP [ 8], etc.), it is possible to simulate atomic systems of
even billions of atoms with modern computers [ 9]. Nevertheless, the
process can be unbearably slow, especially if one wishes to reach long
time scales.

Simulating high-fluence ion irradiation with MD is even slower,
as these simulations often include thousands of cascades and fairly
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large systems to hinder the cascades from overlapping with themselves
when periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are in place. To decrease the
computational time and resources needed to simulate relatively high
fluences (>1 • 10 10 ions_cm2), one has to start looking into ways of
optimizing the models. Moreover, optimized algorithms for atomistic
simulations may increase the overall interest for the simulation models
outside academia.

In this paper, we present the adaptive moving environment(AME,
pronounced [A:mE]), an extension to the classical MD algorithm. The
model is inspired by existing moving atomalgorithms [ 10,11], where
the lattice atoms are present only around the projectile (i.e., moving
atom) currently propagating through the matrix. No information about
lattice atoms further away from the projectile is updated at every MD
step [5,12]. Traditionally, these models are very fast, as they only
need to know about the current neighborhood of the ion. However,
this effectively limits the structures that can be simulated, and it is
very difficult to simulate materials that are rendered disordered or
amorphous during irradiation.

In AME, the atomic coordinates are available whether or not the
atoms are included in any calculations. This allows for dynamic track-
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Fig. 1. AME included in the basic execution sequence of a classical predictor�corrector MD model. AME is initialized during the first MD step and all atoms are activated to get the
initial force and energy distributions. During subsequent MD steps the threshold parameters are already defined and ready to use when assigning the movestates . Temperature
and pressure controls are applied before entering the predictor, where the velocities and accelerations are computed based on the previous state. AMEmovestate assignment
happens right after the predictor, before the atom positions are updated using the predicted vectors and the current forces. The new vectors are slightly adjusted based on the
electronic stopping power before they are finally corrected with finite adjustments to compensate drifting in the numerical integrator. During the first MD step the threshold tables
are updated for future use right before the physical quantities are printed. Finally the time step is updated and the model iterates the simulator loop, beginning from the thermostat
and barostat again using the updated AME thresholds.
r

ing of all the structural modifications that occur during the irradiation,
allowing inhomogeneous amorphization and various atomic compo-
sitions and concentrations to be present in different regions of the
material. By carefully excluding atoms not involved in any cascades
from the force calculation, it is possible to increase the simulation
efficiency significantly in systems comprising hundreds of thousands
of atoms. The interaction between the thermally equilibrated regions
and the propagating region of the developing cascade is crucial for a
physical model in all kinds of atomic systems and environments.

Currently we use the AME model to simulate irradiation of a Si/SiO 2
heterostructure, similar to the ones described in Refs. [13,14], with
individual Si + ions and Si+ -ion clusters of various sizes to test the limi-
tations of the model. As a production test of the model we investigated
the feasibility of MD as a method for simulating temperature-dependent
recrystallization of Si pillars through dynamic annealing caused by
prolonged irradiation. The phenomenon has been observed experi-
mentally in Si pillars at ambient temperatures above room tempera-
ture [15]. While MD has been previously used to simulate amorphous-
to-crystalline phase transitions in Si structures [16,17], to our knowl-
edge, there are no reports on simulations of high-fluence irradiation at
elevated ambient temperatures.

2. Methodology

2.1. Adaptive moving environment

Our implementation of AME can be found in PARCAS [18�20]
and in the newly released simulator toolkit COmputer Simulator fo
IRrradiation of MAterials (COSIRMA) [21]. AME aims to increase the
efficiency of atomistic simulations of ion-induced collision cascades by
avoiding time-consuming calculations of forces on atoms in thermally
equilibrated regions, unaffected by the energetic impacts. AME defines
atoms with kinetic energies exceeding the ambient temperature or
atoms that were involved directly in collision cascades as ``active''.
The activated regions of AME thus follows the propagating collision
cascade. Fig. 1 shows a flow chart of the classical MD model with
emphasis on the parts where the AME algorithm is included. AME
is currently implemented in most of the potential models available
in PARCAS. Nevertheless, AME can be implemented for any existing
analytical potential model, as long as the specifics of the potential
formalism are taken into account. The parameters of the model need
to be carefully selected for every supported material, paying special
attention to the calculation of energy losses when parts of the bi-
directional force calculation are omitted. It is easy to turn the model
on and off With the movemodeparameter (see Table A.4).

2.1.1. Initialization
It is important to keep track of the atom species in a uniquely identi-

fiable manner throughout the simulations with AME. Even atoms of the
same element type may behave differently in different environments,
e.g. c-Si, a-Si, and Si in a-SiO2 all have different bonding energies, and
hence different equilibrium forces.

A dynamic activation threshold is either computed from the equili-
brated system or provided as an input parameter (Fcrit and Ecrit )
during the initialization of the model, see Table A.4 for how it is
used as an input parameter. The dynamically computed thresholds are
estimated from the kinetic energy (proportional to the temperature
according to the equipartition theorem) and the force distributions in
the relaxed system. To obtain the required activation distributions, all
atoms are assigned the HOTmovestate (see Table 1) during the very
first MD step to let the atoms move in accordance with classical MD. At
the end of this step all atoms will have force values and kinetic energy
computed by the numerical integrator of the MD model. These values
can be used to initialize the activation thresholds.






















